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UNDERSTANDING WHAT GOD IS CALLING YOU TO 

DO... 

 
January 17, 2018 

 

This could be medicinal for future marriages and for  any soul in crisis.  

 

It has moved from a whisper to a loudspeaker,  now to the blasting pitch of a trumpet,  yet some 

are yet to yield to the voice that determines their destiny and ontological fulfilment. With eyes 

set on fatlings and trivialities,  many are headlong on the wagon of the biblical Saul, whom 

GOD finally rejected.  May God be pleased to jettison all who are headlong in the wrong 

direction,  and may He trade MERCY for JUSTICE on all who have already ended the race of 

life in a wrong direction,  awaiting final judgment. 

 

Since,  my media channels have been taken down for close to seven years now, in respect to my 

vow of obedience as a religious,  I'm using this limited channel as my new radio and 

television.  I pray that God allows it to reach many persons,  because I believe He called me, 

like every minister of His WORD and Sacraments, to make known His WILL for persons in the 

world.  If anyone sees this as boasting,  forgive me, however, I cannot hide what is transparent.  

 

Before I speak on marriage,  which I feel, the world has to hear, I want to draw attention to how 

one can discern God's Will and voice in her life. We celebrate the life of St. Anthony Abbot 

today; his ability to hear GOD in his life made it possible for the world to have monks, 

hermits,  that progressed to nuns, religious priests and brothers,  missionaries,  tertiaries,  etc. 

Had he set his eyes on the 200 rich acres he inherited,  he could have missed the opportunity.  I 

will copy and paste a reflection about him from today's Office of Reading , please read it up, as 

to understand how you can hear your own call within your current call. Many of us hear a 

thought within us, we hear the same thought from someone else, and even from divine ways, 

yet many lament that they don't know what God wants them to do. 

 

Concerning marriages.  About nine years ago, as I prayed for many persons who needed clarity 

on the right persons to marry, the Spirit of the LORD revealed: every person on earth should 

have set of values. These values include honesty, piety, kindness,  communicability, 

cheerfulness,  compassion,  philanthropy, humility,  etc. Then,  the Spirit revealed that everyone 

discerning to marry should at least know five values that make him/her happy. In order to 

marry,  the other  spouse he/she is dating should have at least 3/5 of these values that make 

him/her to be happy and fulfilled. As you date someone,  you'll discover the values that could 

not be hidden in the person. I mean in good and bad circumstances,  the person always  exhibits 

the same values. 

The SPIRIT goes further to reveal that,  he/she can now pray that God can instill the other 

remaining values within his/her spouse. This prayer should come with patience as they live 
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together. 2/5 of these values are not enough because the person will live like an alien in the 

marriage since what defines his/her are not there. These values define his/her ontological 

existence,  and attract him/her wherever they are found.  These values should be the underlying 

chemistry attracting a man and woman together  (not merely money, bodily appearance,  etc). 

Note, money and beauty can be helpful,  but they're secondary.   The tragedy of modern 

marriages is misplaced priority. What do I say about a generation where many ontological 

values are ridiculed as overly religious,  and they still complain about broken marriages?  

Please I'm only writing about future marriages,  and humbly pray that no one uses this as a case 

for divorce.  May God heal all troubled marriages by His infinite power and grace. 

 

 

Fr. Ignatius Mary 
 

 

 


